At the 1st World Culture and Sports Festival Congratulatory Banquet on August 24, 1992, True Parents proclaimed that True Parents are ‘Lord, Savior and Messiah’ for all over the world.
On July, the Unification Church Leaders’ conference, True Parents proclaimed the religion-level Lord proclamation. Following this, at the four main cities conference, they proclaimed the national-level Lord, Savior and Messiah proclamation and lastly, the world-level True Parents proclamation.
True Mother stands the same position with True Father by establishing the Women's Federation for World Peace. Because of this incident, the world-level True Parents proclamation could be done.
True Parents explained that True Parents proclamation is like the inauguration ceremony which is held after the president election. Additionally, this proclamation can pay off everything in the Satan World.
This proclamation gives the message to people that living under God and following True Parents with the sacrificing for the world and serving others.
That is the reason it was necessary that I, as the Messiah, make my declaration to women leaders gathered around President Hak Ja Han Moon, my wife, who stands in the position of perfected Eve. This declaration is an exhortation and notice to all who follow my teachings to join Mrs. Moon and me in our attendance to God on the path of sacrifice and service for the salvation of this world.

As I conclude my remarks this evening, I would like to propose, so that all of our activities for world salvation can be carried out more effectively, that we establish "The House of Unification for World Peace" as a structure for the peaceful unification of the world.
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